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Figure 1. Registration labels were printed in sheets of 250,

numbered sequentially from left to right and bottom to top.

Registered Mail of the 1928

Amsterdam Olympic Games

by Laurentz Jonker

edited by Mark Maestrone

S
pecial Olympic registration labels are among the most

fascinating of philatelic elements being both admired and highly

sought after. Introduced in 1912, they were inscribed “Stock-

holm, Stadion.” These were followed by 1920 “Antwerpen, VIIe

Olympiade” and 1924 “Colombes, Village Olympique” registration

labels. Very few are known making them extremely rare and certainly

the jewels in anyone’s collection.

While those earlier labels are worthy of research, this article will

discuss the Olympic registration labels of Amsterdam 1928. Generally

less scarce, even some 1928 labels can compete in rarity with those of

earlier Games. Having collected and studied them for over 30 years I

can now provide a detailed accounting of the known “Amsterdam

Stadion” registration labels organized by date of use.
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Figure 2. The “Amsterdam-Stadion” temporary Olympic post office

was located in the building with the slanted roof. During the

Olympics the entrance to the building was from the back (see

arrow) which was at that time inside the perimeter fence. The

Olympic Stadium and Marathontower loom in the background.

Use of these labels falls into two distinct periods: (A) during the

pre-Olympic period (17 May – 13 June 1928) for field hockey and football

(soccer) competitions, the blank registration labels were inscribed by

hand “Stadion Amsterdam”; and (B) during the Olympic Games from

the official opening on 28 July to the closing day, 12 August 1928, the

labels were stamped with the text “Amsterdam Stadion.”

THE LABELS

The registration labels were not printed in rolls but rather in sheets

with four perforated sides. There were 250 blank labels per sheet

printed in 25 rows of 10 labels per row (Figure 1). The numbering of a

sheet began at bottom left with number 1 and finished at top right with

number 250. The next sheet would be numbered 251-500. The

background color of the labels is white with red ink used for the letter

“R”, the rectangular frame and the number.

In total there were 1651 blank labels (six sheets plus a portion of

a seventh) used by the two counters at the temporary “Amsterdam

Stadion” post office.
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Figure 3. The postal employees in front of the Olympic Stadium

post office. 1. Postmaster J.B.B. Dufrenne; 2. Postal Clerk C.F.H.

Zeegers; 3. Postal Clerk H. Hoving (28.7-12.8); 4. Postal Clerk Kok;

5. Postman Van Wijk. The Olympic letterbox can be seen at back.

During the pre-Olympic period, 473 pieces of registered mail were

sent from the Olympic Stadium post office. The hand-inscribed

registration labels came from two sheets, numbered 1-250 and 251-500.

The temporary Olympic post office (Figure 2) had two counters

manned by the director, J.B.B. Dufrenne, and the first officer, C.F.H.

Zeegers (Figure 3). Each counter had its own special pentagonal

handcancel (Figure 4) designated either “N1” or “N2”. The sheets of

registration labels were shared by both counters. During the pre-

Olympic field hockey and football matches customer traffic in the

Stadium post office was light, so no problems were encountered in

sharing the labels. For the most part the labels were used sequentially.

However, from the official opening day of 28 July 1928, things ran

less smoothly. There was, of course, more post office traffic with both

counters kept continuously busy. The registration label sheets were

divided between the two counters so that the dates of use and label

numbers no longer followed a sequential course (Table 2).
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Figure 4. Type “A” label: R No. 22 / date 18.V.1928 / cancel N2. Rare

handwritten label in ink. Second day of pre-Olympic field hockey.

Table 1: Distribution of Registration Labels

Total Labels Used (1651) Total Labels Known (230)

474 handwritten text 49 25 x “N1"; 24 x “N2"

26 handwritten & stamped text 7 1 x “N1"; 6 x “N2"

1151  handstamped text 174 91 x “N1"; 67 x “N2"; 16 x

“N3"

As Postmaster Dufrenne became engaged in additional tasks during

the Olympic period, the temporary post office staff was reinforced by

a second postal clerk, H. Hoving, along with additional assistants

working in the background.

It is important to note that at the end of the pre-Olympic period,

there were 26 hand-written labels remaining from the first group of 500

labels (two sheets). These were overprinted with the handstamp

reading “Amsterdam Stadion” and used on the first day of the Olympic

Games (28 July 1928). A summary is shown in Table 1.
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The 13 different types of “Olympic” registration labels associated

with the 1928 Amsterdam Olympic Games.
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A total of 230 labels are known: 117 with the Olympic pentagonal

handcancel “N1”, 97 with the “N2” handcancel, and 16 with an “N3”

handcancel.

The Olympic pentagonal “N3” handcancel was only rarely used in

combination with the registration labels. Why? First of all, the “N3”

handcancel was not at the “Amsterdam Stadion” post office during the

pre-Olympic period. When it was introduced at the Stadium post office

on 28 July 1928, it functioned as a reserve cancel for counters 1 and 2.

It is likely that this handcancel was also used on very crowded Olympic

days in a kiosk at the forecourt of the Olympic Stadium.

Table 2: Distribution of Registration Labels

By Pentagonal Handcancel

Date Total Known R-Mail Numbers

First Period N1 N2 N3

17 May 17 2, 5, 8

18 May 7 21, 22 106

19 May 11 25 31

20 May 4

21 May post-office closed

22 May 6 44

23 May 4

24 May 16 54, 57

25 May post-office closed

26 May 25 70 71, 79, 81

27 May 26 84 94, 96

28 May 25 132, 133

29 May 24 138 60

30 May 33 169, 184 173

31 May post-office closed
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1 June 17 194, 195

2 June 19 210, 212, 213 274

3 June 14

4 June 29 240, 245, 246,

250

5 June post-office closed

6 June 47 291 304

7 June 29 388 36, 43

8 June post-office closed

9 June 39 355 351, 357, 365 156

10 June 22 403, 405

11 June post-office closed 206

12 June post-office closed

13 June 59 409, 418, 419,

431, 441, 450,

470

472 331

14 June 382

23 June 301

28 June 68

2 July 187

9 July 16

Second Period N1 N2 N3

28 July 157 24, 29, 41, 46,

47, 49, 90, 105,

117, 119, 123,

124, 126

478, 479, 486,

492, 493, 497

(handwritten &

handstamped

text); 1, 57, 59,

60, 61, 72, 89

(hand-stamped

text)
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29 July 8 130

30 July 61 159, 259, 262

31 July 33 191 200

1 Aug. 95 216, 217, 255,

283

278, 289, 302,

315, 321, 346

2 Aug. 71 262, 270, 263,

288, 289

303

3 Aug. 58 57, 330, 332,

334, 338

331

4 Aug. 63 392, 396 71, 75, 361

5 Aug. 50 55, 408, 410,

421, 448, 451

417, 419, 425

6 Aug. 74 402, 413, 466,

475, 476

19

7 Aug. 58 446, 447, 448,

449, 450, 451,

452, 453

4, 438, 439,

443, 465, 466,

478, 487, 490,

492, 495

8 Aug. 46 16, 17, 26, 30,

69, 175

487

9 Aug. 98 41, 42, 48, 55,

70, 71, 95, 102,

106, 492

74, 86

10 Aug. 90 27, 29, 39, 41,

134, 160, 165,

178, 319 (hand)

15, 16, 126,

151, 166, 167,

171, 173

11 Aug. 133 44, 45, 57, 58,

95, 189, 210,

250, 262

73, 75, 76, 77,

84, 181, 183,

186, 187, 229,

231, 234, 237,

240, 242, 248,

249, 258, 275,

278

17, 70

12 Aug. 83 290, 294, 299,

310, 355

12, 117, 345,

385
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Figure 6. Type “D” label: No. 169 / date 30.V.1928 / cancel N1 in

violet (extremely rare). Day of  two football matches: Argentina-

USA 11-2 and Uruguay-Netherlands 2-0.

Figure 5. Type “C” label: R No. 291 / date 6.VI.1928 / cancel N1. Day

of Argentina vs. Egypt football match (Argentina won, 6-0).

Postage: 22½c (15c registry fee + 7½c inland letter rate).
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Figure 7. Late use of a handwritten label on postcard dated

10.VIII.1928 from Amsterdam to Switzerland. Possibly the Olympic

postal clerk found the stray label in his drawer long after all other

handwritten labels had been used. Arrival cancels of Basel and

Lausanne on 11.VIII.1928. Postage: 65c (15c card abroad + 5c

airmail + 15c registry + 30c express; overpaid by 9c). From col-

lection of Dieter Germann.

LABEL TYPES

A. “Amsterdam Stadion”: handwritten in ink. Used only on 17, 18, 19

May 1928. About 30 copies exist. (Figure 4)

B. “Amsterdam Stadion": handwritten in blue pencil. Used only on 19,

20, 22 and 23 (?) May 1928. About 20 copies exist. (see front cover)

Note: for labels used on 19 May 1928, both ink and blue pencil copies

are known.

C. “Amsterdam Stadion”: handwritten in violet pencil. (Figure 5)

D. (Variety) “Asd Stadion": handwritten in violet pencil . Known used

only with date “30.V.1928”. (Figure 6)
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Figure 9. Type “H” label (blue): R No. 71 / date 4.VIII.1928 / cancel

N2. Postal stationery card to Italy. Postage short paid by 4½c.

Events this day: 3,000m steeplechase, pentathlon, etc.

Figure 8. Type “E” label: R No. 447 / date 7.VIII.1928 /cancel N1.

Huygens card. Overpaid by 2c.
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Figure 10. Type “F” label: R No. 486. Opening day of Games.
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Figure 10. Type “F” label: R No. 486. Opening day of Games.
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Figure 11. Type “I” label: R No. 2237 / date 28.VII.1928 / cancel N2.

Note: Sometime after 2.VI.1928 – probably to save time – the postal clerk

hand inscribed the remainder of the 500 labels. With heavier traffic

expected at the temporary Olympic post office once the Olympics

opened on  28 July 1928, a special handstamp reading “AMSTERDAM

STADION” was created to more quickly inscribe the registration labels.

E. “AMSTERDAM STADION”: handstamp in violet (see illustration on

inside front cover and Figure 8).

F. “AMSTERDAM STADION”: variety combining types “C” (handwritten

violet pencil) and “E” (handstamp in violet) (Figure 10).

G. “AMSTERDAM STADION”: handstamp in light violet. Believed to be

a light impression variety of the type “E” violet handstamp.

H. “AMSTERDAM STADION”: Handstamp in blue. In my opinion the

blue variety is a faded violet probably as result of exposure to sunlight.

Also, the red printing on the label is not even with flecks of the white

background showing through. Still, an interesting variety! (Figure 9)
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Figure 12. Amsterdam’s main post office.

I. “AMSTERDAM Asd.”: Handstamp in black (Figure 11). Used in

combination with the Olympic cancel, probably at the main Amsterdam

post office. Used for mail not registered at the Olympic Stadium post

office. These registration labels have four digits. Construction of the

main Amsterdam post office began in 1893 and was opened in February

1899 (Figure 12). The building, in a typical Neo-Gothic style designed

by an architect named Peters, is situated on the corner of the Nieuwe

Zijds Voorburgwal and the Raadhuisstraat, opposite the rear of the Royal

Palace at the Dam. Today this structure is a shopping arcade housing

many small shops, pubs and restaurants.

J. “AMSTERDAM C.S. Asd.C.S.”: handstamp in black. This label was

used only for the registration of about 500 Olympic marathon poster

cards, all sent with the 12 August 1928 (last day) Olympic postmark to

destinations in Switzerland (Figure 13). It is clear that they received their

registration labels at a later stage of the postal process since – one only

sees the Olympic pentagonal “N2” handcancel on the airmail etiquette,

never “canceling” the registration label! The arrival cancel six days later

(18 August 1928) is uncommon, supporting my contention that these

cards were processed at a later time. I believe that a banking firm sent

these cards to their clients as a souvenir – probably after 12 August. By
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Figure 13. Type “J” label: R No. 50954 / date 12.VIII.1928 / cancel

N2. Special mailing of Olympic marathon cards to Switzerland.

that time, the temporary Amsterdam Stadion post office would have

been closed with no special registration of mail offered. Due to its size

and importance, the banking firm probably secured sheets of the

registration labels directly from the Dutch Post and affixed them to the

cards. The sheets of labels bear high serial numbers beginning with

50529 and ending with 50980 (the first and last numbers are known).

After affixing the registration labels, the cards were mailed to the

addressees in Switzerland.

On 29 September 1928, another batch of marathon poster cards was

sent to Switzerland with the same type of registration labels with

numbers in the ranges of either 50023 to 50287 or 51236 to 51440 (again,

the first and last numbers are known). This time, however, the cards

are postmarked with a dated cancel reading “AMSTERDAM - CENTRAAL

STATION 24, 25 and 35". Arrival cancels are dated 30 September 1928

or 1 October 1928.

There also exist cards as mentioned above with cancels dated 30

July 1928 and 29 September 1928, but with type “I” registration labels.

The post office known as “Amsterdam Centraal Station” was located

in the main railway station of Amsterdam which opened its doors in

1924.
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Figure 14. Type “K” label: R No. 43 / date 7.VII.1928 / cancel N3.

Mailed to Prague. Rare use of the Olympic stamps with selvedge

and cut marks, especially on the 10c and 15c values.

K. “Amsterdam - Zuid Asd.Z.”: handstamp in black (Figure 14). This

post office, situated on the corner of Roelof Hartplein and Gerard

Terborchstraat, operated from 1 May 1928 until sometime in 1939. The

“Amsterdam - Zuid” post office possessed the pentagonal Olympic “N3”

handcancel from 17 May 1928 to 27 July 1928. During this time the

cancel was available by request which explains the existence of

“Amsterdam - Zuid” registration labels in combination with the “N3”

pentagonal Olympic handcancel. This post office also used their own

double circle handcancel “Amsterdam - Zuid”. The total number of

registered covers combining the “N3” handcancel and  “Amsterdam

- Zuid” registration label is unknown; about 15 are known by the author.

On 28 July 1928, the handcancel was moved to the temporary

Amsterdam Stadion post office.

This post office was equipped with an Olympic cancel to provide

for those citizens of Amsterdam who were not able to attend the

Olympic Games (the Stadion post office was only accessible by those

with a valid Olympic event ticket). The only requirement was that mail

had to be franked with Olympic stamps in order to obtain the Olympic

cancel. Even so, Olympic-cancelled covers exist with non-Olympic

stamps.
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Figure 13. Type “J” label: R No. 50954 / date 12.VIII.1928 / cancel

N2. Special mailing of Olympic marathon cards to Switzerland.
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Figure 15. Type “L” label: R No. 408 / date 29.IX.1928.

L. “AMSTERDAM Saxen-Weimarlaan Asd.Sx.”: handstamp in black

(Figure 15). This post office, not the “Amsterdam - Zuid” facility, was

the nearest regular post office to the Olympic Stadium grounds, being

only about 100 meters from the Olympic Swimming Stadium. The Swiss

athletes were housed in a hotel opposite this post office. This post office

operated from 1921 to 1931.

M. “AMSTERDAM Tulpplein Asd. T.”: handstamp in black. This post

office (in operation from 1892-1945) was located opposite the famous

luxury Hotel Amstel where most of the IOC members resided. It was

from this post office that the correspondence from the Dutch Olympic

Organizing Committee was mailed (Figure 16). The organizing com-

mittee headquarters were at Weesperzijde 32, a few hundred meters

from the “Tulpplein.” Today, the office of the Dutch Youth Hostel Board

occupies the spot where the post office used to be. Only a red mailbox

remains.
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Figure 16. Type “M” label: R No. 440 / date 11.V.1928. Committee

cover posted at the Tulpplein post office which faced the Hotel

Amstel where the IOC members were housed. This was the nearest

post office to the Dutch Olympic Organizing Committee headquar-

ters.

Additional copies of this publication may be purchased for $6 or i5

postpaid worldwide from Custom Impressions, PO Box 98, Orland Park,

IL 60462-0098, U.S.A. or by em ail to album@com cast.net.

I would like to thank all the Olympic collectors and auction houses

who sent me copies of registered “Amsterdam Stadion” covers. Thanks,

also, to the archives of the Dutch P&T and the Dutch Collectors of

Registry Labels Club. Illustrations are from the author’s collection.

To my readers: If anyone has a 1928 Olympic registered cover with

a label number not listed above, or with other supplementary

information, I would appreciate details: Laurentz Jonker, Wibergstraat

20, NL-8017 GA Zwolle, Netherlands.
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